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Below is the sequence of thoughts / ideas that will consume our meetings between now and

the end of the year.  What we seek is a robust solution to building robust human-computer

symbiotic systems – and it is our premise that to achieve this we need to have computer

solutions that mimic the dual system architecture - example see Stanovich and Evans -  used by

nature – thus we need a theory of consciousness – as cathy is out for a couple of weeks there

will be a delay in getting the material posted to the VDL unless someone wants to step in to do

that – we are in the CCR tomorrowas far as I know -

•       THE ULTIMATE GOAL of a theory of consciousness is a simple and elegant set of

fundamental laws, analogous to the fundamental laws of physics.

•       From the Evans and Stanovich 2013 article – ‘dual process theories of higher cognition’:

advancing the debate – key defining characteristic for Type 2 processing from Table 1 from that

article

–      Requires working memory

–      Cognitive decoupling (allows for Hypothetical)

–      Mental simulation

•       It is the quest premise that the purpose of qualia representation is to have flexibility on

the implication – flexible response – cognitive flexibility – achieved through decoupling and

simulation – and the qualia are the parts of the Type 2 representation that are being attended

to (part of working memory).

•       QUEST definition of conscious is the generation of qualia – machine consciousness will be

defined to be the generation of artificial qualia

–      Artificial qualia will be defined as instantiations of computer implementations that are in

compliance with the tenets in this discussion – done in working memory and cognitively

decoupled and done in simulation

•       Three QUEST tenets:

•       1.)  Structural Coherence (could eventually roll this up into the two tenets below)

–      Interaction – enough fidelity with reality (bits of awareness info) facilitate conscious driven

interaction  (situations are learned via interactions)

–      There is a similarity measure applicable for the conscious representation – (color wheel

example) – the similarity measure is between situations/qualia/chunks

•       2.)  Situation based processing (situations as variables) – fundamental unit of conscious

cognition

–      Links (types of links, possibly capture similarity, meaning as what links are evoked – source

of exformation – entities (situations) are defined based on how they are situated that is their

meaning)

–      Gists as key part of representation–low bandwidth representation –what is



situated/simulated

–      Multimodal – integrates  multiple sensors representation into common framework – part

of situated

–      One quale at a time – for any aspect of the illusory cartesean theater (example invertible

illusions)

–      Qualia Theory of Relativity – only value (meaning) is in the relationships between

(dictionary)

–      Narrative based representation–situated in time/space/multiple modalities (plausible

narratives compete)

–      TD/BU – means to do context - rapid high level first –

–      Types of Qualia types of situations - time as a quale, Affect as a quale, types of speech,

ToM – (Evolving not static), aha and negative aha (means to know what is known and what is

NOT known by the agent)

•       Self – special type of qualia/situation (qualia self interacts with Continuity, unity,

embodiment, sense of free will, reflection)

•       3.) Conscious representation of situations are done via simulation (cognitively

decoupled)

–      simulation is an organized body of knowledge that produces specific simulations of a

situation’s instances

–      Imagined past, imagined present, imagined future – cognitively decoupled

–      Exformation (pattern completion inferring mechanism)

–      Compression (infinite number of stimuli into a single quale, low bandwidth 50 bits/sec)

•       One of the key ideas we’ve recently focused on is using the model of LaRue as an

implementation of the Stanovich / Evans framework – to investigate using the model in a

particular area some engineering decisions have to be made – for example in the secondary

representation what will the java code in the agents be doing?  How can we implement our

tenets in that model.

•       Taking as guidance our research into the importance of situational processing to Type 2

processing:  One of the most potent factors in cognition is the background situation that

frames a stimulus (also called context). In almost every task—from early perception to

high-level reasoning—background situations have been shown to exert powerful effects on

performance. Although a comprehensive review of situation effects has never been attempted,

these effects are no doubt ubiquitous and substantial. *** it is our QUEST position that the

fundamental unit of conscious cognition are situations ***

•       Consider some prominent examples of the importance of situations / context.

–      In language comprehension, texts can be incomprehensible when the relevant situation is

not known (Bransford & Johnson, 1973; Sanford & Garrod, 1981).

–      During conversations, situations are central to establishing common ground between

speakers (Clark, 1992) and



–      also in nonhuman communication (Smith, 1977).

•       QUEST working definition of situation:  A situation is any part the subjective

internal representation of an agent which can be comprehended as a whole by that

agent through defining how it interacts with or is related to other parts of the

representation in that agent.

•       Context – there is no reason to assume that the brain computes using numbers –

although we have discussed the idea of the universal computing machine (Turing) it may be to

accomplish what the brain does with perceptions when done with numbers would require the

‘infinite tape’

So I propose we investigate implementing situational based processing as a key aspect of the

secondary representation computations in the LaRue model -  we’ve discussed previously

computing with Qualia:

Computational Theory of Perception:  Computing with Qualia v2  Notes by Capt Amerika

Originally Nov 2007 modified Dec 2008 Adapted from work of Lofti Zadeh Int J Appl Math

Comput Sci 2002, vol 12, no 3 307-324

•          Goal – to replicate the ability developed in nature to accomplish a wide variety of task

some without additional measurements (thus using exformation) or computations –

manipulation of perceptions evoked by the measurements (this is how we define conscious

reasoning)

•          Manipulation of perceptions (reasoning) play a key role in the general purpose ability of

nature to recognize patterns and make decisions

•          Bring a better understanding of how nature does perception-based decision making.

•          Where Prof Zadeh list examples of perceptions – “distance, size, weight, color, speed,

time, direction, force, number, truth, likelihood and other characteristics of physical and mental

objects” – ***it is our position that perceptions are NOT characteristics of the entities but are

evoked by the entities and only exists in the internal representation of the critter perceiving

them – see for example our definition of situation !***

•          Certainly it would be our hope that we devise a method of generating subjective

representations inside our digital computer – thus we would be using measurements to evoke

those qualia inside our digital solutions *** and we will manipulate that internal representation –

‘consciously’ reason ***

•          We hypothesize that the fundamental reason for the failure of our current ‘intelligent’

computational approaches is the “unavailability of a methodology for reasoning and computing

with perceptions rather than measurements” – he was right spot on with this statement!  And

we believe perceptions are situations / qualia.

•          In the Zadeh approach – he contends the failure is due to measurements being crisp

whereas perceptions are fuzzy.  We contend perceptions are qualia and even though fuzzy that



formalism doesn’t or may NOT capture the essence of perceptions.  *** it is the tying of the

perceptions to attributes of the entities and total commitment to fuzzy only representation of

what is being sensed is where I lose faith in the CWW – Zadeh approach ***

•          What our representation of qualia will end up being – whether fuzzy or graph theoretic

or category theoretic is TBD – but for now we assume they are subjective and temporal links

between entities and GISTs!

•          ***Those links are formed by taking sensory measurements as a stream and applying

knowledge and memory to reason with the representation to generate the experienced

hierarchical with multiple plausible narratives that compute the qualia at multiple levels of

abstraction ***

•          So the cornerstone of this discussion will be how to implement the ‘Link game’ as the

fundamental computational process for the application using the LaRue model

News Articles

1. Google robots

http://www.smartplanet.com/blog/bulletin/googles-new-innovation-robots/

 search engine giant's former mobile software head Andy Rubin has been

leading the charge, creating a new division specializing in robotics suitable for the

manufacturing industry...end result could be automating existing parts of supply

chains, which could be used in shipping and delivery services…

2. Drone delivery service

http://www.technologyreview.com/news/522121/separating-hype-from-reality-on-am

azons-drones/

Amazon’s plans to deliver packages by drones, which it predicts “will be as normal as

seeing mail trucks on the road today,” has been widely dismissed as little more than

clever self-promotion...a startup calledMatternet in Palo Alto, California, tested drones as a

way to deliver supplies to refugee camps in Haiti and found it cost only 20 to 70 cents to

deliver a two-kilogram package 10 kilometers—at least a fivefold savings compared to

standard truck delivery...delivery cost could be steep: “They will have to charge a significant

premium for this kind of delivery, so the products would need to be worth a $100 to $200

delivery fee for a five-pound or so package.”...For home delivery to work safely and

ubiquitously, it would mean avoiding every power line on a suburban street, deciphering

satellite maps to decide what precise spot on a property to land, and making sure a drone

didn’t hit an errant child or dog. Hansman called those challenges “not

insurmountable...Matternet envisions delivering packages to predetermined “pads”— rather
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than dropping them on the front walkway to a house, as was depicted in an Amazon

demonstration video...Matternet vision includes a network of hubs where drones could

recharge for longer-range flights, and provide services like medicine or farm-supplies to be

delivered to people in remote parts of developing countries

3. Autonomous robot sensing

http://www.foxnews.com/tech/2013/12/01/300-pound-robot-is-new-breed-crime-fighting-mac

hine/

 K5 Autonomous Data Machine is intended to augment private security services on corporate

campuses and in large, vacant buildings and warehouses, according to its developer..."Tedious

and monotonous monitoring should be handled by the K5, leaving ‘hands-on’ activities to

security personnel.”...But while Li hailed the robot as a breakthrough to be widely deployed

in “schools, shopping centers, hotels, auto dealerships, stadiums, casinos, law

enforcement agencies, seaports, and airports,” throughout the country, some are more

uncertain over the tangential effects of turning over the reins to a robot….Knightscope says

the K5 “utilizes a combination of autonomous robots and predictive analytics to provide a

commanding but friendly physical presence while gathering important real-time on-site data

with numerous sensors...“Data collected through these sensors,” the company adds, “is

processed through our predictive analytics engine, combined with existing business,

government and crowd-sourced social data sets, and subsequently assigned an alert level that

determines when the community and the authorities should be notified of a concern.”...

4. Google IP Strategy

http://www.technologyreview.com/news/521946/googles-growing-patent-stockpile/

Patent lawsuits could determine control over mobile computing...Over the last few

years, Google executives have had plenty to say about patents. According to Google,

patents, particularly software patents, are mostly bogus, largely low-quality, and used

in court by companies that can’t innovate to hurt consumers and stifle true

innovators...has accelerated its activity to such a degree that Google

inventors—among them founders Sergey Brin and Larry Page—are now winning 10

patents every day the patent office is open, covering everything from automated cars

to balloon-based data networks...The company is on pace to be awarded around 1,800

patents this year. That could be enough to vault Google, for the first time, onto the year’s list

of top 10 patent recipients, ahead of industrial giants like General Electric and Intel….Google

and handset makers like Samsung face increasing legal challenges. Just last month, they were

sued in Texas for patent infringement by a company that represents Apple, Microsoft, and
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BlackBerry. One of the patents covered in the lawsuit was filed even before the search

company was founded….filings show that Google started to realize as early as 2007 that it

needed to play the patent game, and in a big way. That was the year Apple launched the

iPhone, which came to market defended by a thicket of patents and trademarks on

everything from the “home button” to the design of its rounded corners. Steve Jobs, stung by

a $100 million loss in an intellectual property fight over the iPod a year before, had

apparently made good on his vow “to patent it all.”...The general rule is, the more patents a

company has, the more closely the quality of their patent portfolio approaches the quality of

all patents, which is to say the majority of all of these patents are invalid,” says Aharonian…..

Last year, in its largest acquisition ever, Google spent $12.5 billion to buy Motorola Mobility,

mostly to grab its trove of 17,000 patents and 7,000 patent applications...latest patents

Google has been winning won’t necessarily help with Android. But they will help the company

defend new products and features. Among the 177 patents Google has won this month alone,

one went to Sebastian Thrun, founder of Google X, the company’s “clandestine” lab, and seeks

to secure rights for a way to create indoor maps for mobile phones…

5. Creating intelligent machines

http://m.phys.org/news/2013-11-super-intelligent-machine-equation.html

Intelligence is a very difficult concept and, until recently, no one has succeeded in

giving it a satisfactory formal definition...I argue that mathematically defining

intelligence is not only possible, but crucial to understanding and developing

super-intelligent machines...Intelligence is an agent's ability to achieve goals or succeed in

a wide range of environments…
1. Other aspects of intelligence are implicit in this definition: if I want to succeed in a complex

world or achieve difficult goals, I need to acquire new knowledge, learn, reason logically and

inductively, generalise, recognise patterns, plan, have conversations, survive, and most other

traits usually associated with intelligence.

2. The challenge is to transform this verbal definition consisting of just a couple of words into

meaningful equations and analyse them.

There is nothing that can be said by mathematical symbols and relations which cannot also be

said by words. The converse, however, is false. Much that can be and is said by words cannot

be put into equations – because it is nonsense...Initially it has little or no knowledge about the

world, but acquires information from the world from its sensors and constructs an

approximate model of how the world works...It does that using very powerful general

theories on how to learn a model from data from arbitrarily complex situations. This theory is

rooted in algorithmic information theory, where the basic idea is to search for the simplest

model which describes your data...model is not perfect but is continuously updated. New

observations allow AIXI to improve its world model, which over time gets better and better.
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This is the learning component…

6. http://www.infowars.com/google-wants-microphones-in-your-ceiling-microchips-in-your-head/

Google Wants Microphones In Your Ceiling
& Microchips In Your Head
Last refuge of privacy to be completely eviscerated

Paul Joseph Watson
Infowars.com
December 10, 2013
Google engineering director Scott Huffman says that within five years people will have microphones

attached to their ceilings and microchips embedded in their brains in order to perform quicker

internet searches …
When challenged on the likelihood of such a system being vulnerable to NSA wiretapping,
Huffman glibly responded that people should just trust Google (a company that allowed the
NSA to mine data from its cloud network “at will”) to safeguard their information.
Huffman touted the features of such a system, suggesting people could ask Google to screen football
highlights on their television via the microphones, or arrange travel plans.
“I could ask my Google ‘assistant’ where we should have lunch, that serves French food and isn’t too
expensive? Google will go ‘Ok, we’ll go to that place’ and when I get in my car it should already be
navigating to that restaurant. We’re really excited by the idea of multiple devices being able to talk to
each other,” said Huffman.

7. http://www.technologyreview.com/news/522221/an-app-led-walk-down-memory-lane/

An AppLed Walk Down Memory Lane
Memoir, a new iPhone app, is meant to call up your digital memories at convenient times and
places.

● By Rachel Metz on December 6, 2013
As we increasingly use smartphones and wearable technology, we’re gathering more
and more data about our lives—data we may be able to put to use….
When he pored over the first year’s data, he says, he didn’t learn much, but he did find it
fascinating to look back at the details. Thinking other people would find it similarly
interesting to reflect on their lives but probably wouldn’t want go to the same effort, he
created a free iPhone app called Memoir that does most of the work automatically,
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reminding you of the past in ways that sometimes seem serendipitous.
8.
http://www.thealmagest.com/method-recording-brain-activity-lead-mind-reading-devices-stanford-sci

entists-say/5694

Method of recording brain activity
could lead to mindreading devices,
Stanford scientists say

By PressRelease, | Science | 0 Comments

A brain region activated when people are asked to perform mathematical
calculations in an experimental setting is similarly activated when they use
numbers — or even imprecise quantitative terms, such as “more than”— in
everyday conversation, according to a study by Stanford University School of Medicine
scientists.
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9.
http://www.technologyreview.com/news/522231/new-interfaces-inspire-inventive-computer-games/

New Interfaces Inspire Inventive
Computer Games
Novel modes of interaction are inspiring independent games companies to come
up with completely new types of games.
The cliché is that technological innovation in video game development is the domain of the
blockbuster studios.These are companies with the requisite manpower and cash reserves
to explore new ways for players to interact with digital games, or to ever more closely
replicate the detail and texture of reality on screen. The indie developers, meanwhile,
innovate in the area of game design, where they are small and agile enough to take
creative risks.
There is some truth to this, and the interplay of technological progress and creativity
between the two loose groups has produced a healthy ecosystem. Technological
innovations made by the blockbuster developers are passed on to indie devs,
while new forms of gameplay uncovered by the indies routinely make their way
into the mainstream bigbudget releases.

10.
http://www.newyorker.com/online/blogs/elements/2013/08/whycantmycomputerunderstandme.htm
l
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Why Can’t My Computer Understand Me?
Hector Levesque thinks his computer is stupid—and that yours is, too. Siri and Google’s voice
searches may be able to understand canned sentences like “What movies are showing near
me at seven o’clock?,” but what about questions—“Can an alligator run the hundredmetre
hurdles?”—that nobody has heard before? Any ordinary adult can figure that one out. (No. Alligators
can’t hurdle.) But if you type the question into Google, you get information about Florida
Gators track and field. Other search engines, like Wolfram Alpha, can’t answer the question,
either. Watson, the computer system that won “Jeopardy!,” likely wouldn’t do much better.
In a terrific paper just presented at the premier international conference on artificial intelligence,
Levesque, a University of Toronto computer scientist who studies these questions, has taken just about
everyone in the field of A.I. to task. He argues that his colleagues have forgotten about the
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“intelligence” part of artificial intelligence.


